
 

 
 
We will awaken the divine octave through toning and breathe work. Judith will 
guide you through the mirror of the soul, the Mirror of Mary Magdalene to 
illuminate the living blueprint of your soul to mirror into your physical reality 
with the Divine Octave of your soul at the Source of Creation. Judith will open 
the Womb of Creation with the Formulas of Illumination for the Manna from 
source to flow through the consciousness of each individual's soul and into the 
hologram of reality. You will experience vibrations from source that activate the 
light codes in your DNA awakening your divine hologram. 
 
The blueprint of your soul in the Records of Creation and the and the physical 
reality are geometric holograms of the Flower of Life.  It is the pure pattern of 
the interwoven geometric principles for the manifestation of your soul's design. 
We open to the holographic universe and the hologram of creation opening the 
two flower of life holograms of the blueprint of your soul.  One hologram is the 
soul’s blueprint in creation.   The second hologram is the blueprint of 
manifestation of the physical reality. 
 
All of reality is a holographic mirror, a reflection of the divine hologram infuses 
the physical reality of the living hologram of physical reality with the patterns 
that manifest as Divine guidance for your life plan.  The direction you take in 
your life is either in balance and harmony with the living blueprint, or the result 
of distortions in the hologram of your reality. The energy distortions come in the 
form of doubt, shame, and fear, clouding your reality, by distorting the mirror of 
the living hologram in the material existence.   The distortions make it difficult 
for you to see and know your way and your Soul purpose. As you raise your 
energy vibration you activate the codes of light in your DNA to illuminate the 
blueprint of your Soul in the Divine hologram of creation. 
 
Each person has a Divine octave that resonates with the Blueprint of the Soul. 
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